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About This Game

In Stick Spartans up to four Spartans fight by poking each other with sticks to claim the golden helmet.

Stick Spartans brings fast paced family friendly action to the living room with simplistic and easy to learn controls.
Each player controls a Spartan which can run around this confined arena in teams or solo to eliminate the opposing players and

rein victorious claiming the golden helmet.

In this arena players poke each other to steal health with their wooden sticks, health is indicated by the bands around their stick.
When you run out of health you are eliminated until only one Spartan remains. You can Jump to dodge an attacking Spartan's

Stick.

The environment has dust clouds created by player movement, In a large battle the dust cloud can cover up some of the combat
so keep track of your player.

Match settings can be adjusted before play like: Stick length, Dual wielding, and movement speed.

Features:

Easy to learn controls

Full controller support
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Integrated UI elements

Low poly simplistic art style

A selection of game modes

Dynamic rotating camera

1v1 and 2v2 gamemodes

Single-player against AI

Adjustable match settings

Capture the flag

King of the Hill

Insta-Kill Mode

Game modes include: Player vs Player and Player vs AI in both 1v1 or 2v2 modes.
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Title: Stick Spartans
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sugoi Yellow
Publisher:
Sugoi Yellow
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD E1-6010 APU (1.35 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon(TM) R2 Graphics

Storage: 40 MB available space

English
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Look i've been anticipating the launch of this game for a while and although a bit pricey for an early access game its pretty good
the graphics are stunning bbut i do have some complaints
A.There are some bugs for example semi-regularily glitching into the sky(not a big deal)
B.Not a lot of stuff(yet)
C.Leveling up is to darn hard!(easily fixable though)

these are all minor complaints so you should buy it to support the devs it can only get better from here!
. I like it... for the way I played it. Until bugs.

Despite not being terribly attracted to horror games, I was impressed enough with Syberia to want to see another set of games by
the same group, and I decided to start with the "prequel". I sincerely hope the others are better as games, honestly.

Based on the other reviews, I have been pretty much treating this like a more interactive version of a graphic novel; rather than
pixel-hunt and flail around in the dialogue trees, I grabbed a guide almost from the start. The small amount of play I did without
it, combined with my memory of the beautiful but hard-for-the-wrong-reasons Syberia games, have me very certain that I would
not have enjoyed it as much if the plot was delayed by my having to figure out which items matter, which of many logical
solutions the game is actually trying for, what odd result will be achieved by certain (non-reversable) dialogue options, etc.

The graphics are okay, but the majority of the scenery is designed as trompe l'oiel; flat images that (when seen from the right
angle) look 3D. The problem being that even though you can only stand in certain places in each room/area, they didn't re-
render the flat scenery, so depending on where you are standing, the graphics can look either very realistic, or like you have
stepped into a surrealist painting. A few key structures in rooms are immune to this, as are any people or objects you will need
to interact with. It's not game-breaking, but especially combined with a play style that encourages you to look closely at
everything, it is very noticeable. Especially when the scenery includes people.

Despite that, I was enjoying my more-interactive-graphic-novel until I hit a bug where certain (important) documents I had
picked up weren't actually readable. :-( I found there is a thread from a couple of months ago in the Discussions about someone
else having the same problem. Until I can solve that, I will definitely not be playing this game any further (as not getting all the
story makes this entirely pointless for me), and likely won't be playing the Still Life games, since I really would like to finish the
prequel before I play the rest of the series.

So, for the moment, it would be a bit sadistic of me to recommend the game. If you are okay with the risk of game-breaking
bugs and spending a lot of flail time, go for it; the parts of the game that work are interesting and well-done. If not, skip this one
for a while, until you see posts indicating that the major bugs have been updated out of existence. :shrug:. Got this one as part of
a bundle - A fun little game with a nice mechanic to it. I will say that I wouldn't pay full price for it but if it's on offer or part of
a bundle - Grab it!. ok so first i was in doubt because all of the bad review but i\u00b4m so glad that i bought this game. i was
looking for the real thing and i can say i found it.

if you are looking for amazing graphics then this is NOT your game.
if you are looking for massive battles to just conquer the world easily... this is NOT your game go buy something like AoE.
but if you want a game where every action has a consecuence, where taking power is not easy, where staying in power is not
easy, where you need to think far beyond the easy gathering of resources, then you have found the game.

this game is so serious is almost crazy. even in the tutorial you can mess it up really bad.

let me say this clearly enought... if you are dumb in political knowledge and ecomics you may want to rethink it before buying a
GEOPOLITICAL simulator, good news is that there are links inside the game to teach you, so youll learn a lot.

another thing to mention is that most of the bad comments on the games are not even related to the game and for $50 bucks i
think the game is worth it, and if people buy it there should be no reason for the company to close. as for the bugs they reported
i have not encounter any of them so far.
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do i recommend it? yes, i do. go ahead try to stay in power.. Quite enjoyable game for me.. challenging, ominous, eerie and the
alike..

I was able to beat the game without using any guides, so, that was nice..

Trial and error is what I went through to beat the game. Not too much trial and error, but, I guessed, experimented and whatnot
to see what worked best for each enemy, or, just simply what worked..

Overall, I recommend this game..I like it quite much:))black_heartx2*..

much love, take care, all:))black_heartx2*... edit
I may be developing a real world fear of bats. *twitch twitch* KILL ALL THE BATS.
/edit

I'm all about atmosphere in my FPS experience, and Pit of Doom is already delivering.
It looks like it's going to have a whole bunch of depth and content, but for early access I'm already having a great time just
strapping my headphones and going hunting.

Glad I got in early, worth it!
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this game is asome and ♥♥♥♥ up and scary a little
. The tasks in the game seem broken.
Sometimes you don't get them done even if you do what is asked and sometimes you complete them just by doing something
else.
When I exited the game my ears almost started to bleed from the super loud screeching noise while an advertisement for another
game popped up. If you plan on playing this game, take off your headphones before closing the game.. Play as Noah - a man
who decided that building an Ark was not enough, so he built laser turrets and mortars to stop the flood.. I love Mini Golf,
especially when it's hiliarious Worms Golf. Gr8 scenarios, cool achivements, always aiming for the birdie ;). I looked forward to
playing this game but whenever i tried to play it it'd crash wehn i would hit play in the game menu.. NOT WORTH BUYING!

One of the worst HOG Games i ever played. This game has an absolute borring storry, with bad music, no voiceacting (not even
in the "movies"), the puzzles are absolute illogical, the whole gameplay is absolute trash. you have to wait ages for the hint
button and if you use it to find a direction, because the game is not logic what to do, then it leads you not direct to what to do,
you have to click-wait-click on every screen till you are on the right direction. and you have to run around for absolut no reason,
because oh-wonder a puzzle came on a screen you already cleared... This maybe would be a good game if the developers realy
put some energy on fixing. I think this game is an excellent Addition to its Predecessor.
The new characters tell an interesting story on their own but
i mainly came to this to hear more about what happend after the
End of XBlaze Code : Embryo.

In this regard i must say you should rather look to the former before
you begin this novel cause otherwise you would miss out on some
events mainly the other possible endings, since the game retells only
one ending from its Predecessor.

I found it very interesting to hear the events from XBlaze Code : Embryo
with the focus from different characters, even if it were only the ones belonging
to the main cast. I'll definetly replay this game at some point.
. I suppose if you're into manager games then this game is for you. However, I prefer soccer games that actually allow you to
play your matches rather than watch a play by play screen. I'll stick to FIFA and PES for now.. APE OUT, while certainly
expensive given the length of the game, is a stroke of genius. The presentation is the best I've ever seen or likely will ever see; it
is vibrant, clear and exuberantly stylish with many subtle touches of brilliance that glue together what is a deeply satisfying and
cathartic experience. The procedurally generated soundtrack compliments this ingenious art direction with a collection of
entirely percussive jazz pieces, which I must say have been executed in a manner I've never come across before (Tetris Effect is
perhaps comparable, but that game is obviously a tad less reliant on procedural generation).
This is not to mention the blistering gameplay that radiates energy and gives an almost tribal delight to the act of dismembering
animal rights abusers. It might perhaps come as no surprise that it appeals to me, given my affinity for the Hotline Miami games,
but there are many more subtle and joyous mechanics that exist in the minutiae of APE OUT's bombastic escapades that do not
in Hotline Miami's precise play that are evident to me to benefit APE OUT such that it does not merit me believing I overstate
APE OUT's quality. It is seriously fun.
A significant portion of the enjoyment the game delivered to me was a manifest of the obfuscated level design. You have one
obvious enough directive - move toward the exit (peculiarly, and I'm quite sure how this is achieved, it's innately clear where the
exit is, despite the lack of salient signals to its whereabouts). The rest is a sprawling labyrinth of holocaustic gorilla-mayhem;
you really feel the disorientation a somewhat more corporeal ape might in the protagonist(s?) circumstance rather lividly.
There exists a single moment, however, that I believe justifies the asking price alone. The ending. After a less-than-easy travel
through the last level, I was rendered incredulous by the explosive introduction of Pharoah Sanders' You've Got To Have
Freedom. The release I felt after having been subjected to only the percussive groove of security guards being mashed against
walls for the two and a half hours prior to this was one of the single most intense musical experiences I've ever had the joy of
bearing witness to - which, as a bit of a melomanic - is really saying something.

APE OUT is worth full price. Certainly on sale. Consider this review as glowing as they come.

9.5/10 - GOTY so far

Drunk On Nectar - The Nature Simulator Sacra Terra: Angelic Night Just Beat Em Up : World of Fury How do you like it, Elon
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Musk? RETSNOM Invisible Apartment Differently Fast Quible Sphere everybody's sad 1.1.1 - Snap Rotation Added:
It's been so wonderful reading all the kind words and watching videos of people playing since our Steam launch! Thanks for
checking out our game :)

Patch Notes

Snap Rotation has been added! It's mapped to the grip button/trigger. On the left controller it will rotate you 30 degrees
left. The right controller will rotate you 30 degrees right.

Glitch where music was not playing at the end of the game should be fixed

Candles can now be picked up

Colliders adjusted on the game console so you gamerz can now slot in those cartridges

Modified a spoilery thing
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